Hello, Good morning/ afternoon, children,
(My name is if first session with this group……)
How are you today?
Group: Good morning/ afternoon, XXX. .........
B: Good morning/ afternoon, XXX. .........
C: Good..., XXX. .........
What’s the weather like in ....? 
Group: it’s .......

Today, let’s talk about the countryside: do you live in town (point to picture 1) or in the country? (Point to picture 2)
I live in.......( and point accordingly) what about you?
A then B then C then D then E: I live in town/in the country....... (Correct when necessary and make them repeat when necessary)
Very good! (click to insert both captions)
So today we are going to talk about the country

Do you remember the British Isles?
Do you remember the name of this country (click for arrow) the orange one?
Group: It’s Wales ( if they don’t remember, just say it and make them repeat. If they say a wrong country, point to that country on the map and make them repeat)
Excellent, (click to insert pink caption) So this is Wales!
Wales is a country. (click for top caption) And what is the adjective , B?
B: Welsh ( mind pronunciation)
That’s right! Let’s do it again: Wales..Welsh
Group: xxxxxxxx
Good. ( click to insert 2nd picture) Is this a picture of a town , A?
A: no, it isn’t/ it is the country/ ???
Well (done) .. This is a picture of the Welsh countryside . Can you all repeat, please: this is a picture of the Welsh countryside
Group: xxxxxxxxxx
Thank you.( click for bottom caption)
Excellent! So let’s discover the Welsh countryside!
**slide 4**

(Click for 1st picture) Ah! In Wales there are forests! Can you repeat: there are forests

Group: ...(2/3 pupils individually)

Well done! (Click to insert arrows) And what can you see in a forest, C?

C: I can see trees?

Yes! in the forest there are trees. Repeat after me: In the forest, there are trees!

Group:.....

Very good everyone: are the trees small, D?

D: No! they’re big!

(Click to insert caption) Excellent! In a forest there are very big trees!

(Click for picture 2 and arrow to river) Ah! And is this a forest, E?

E: no, it isn’t. It is a river(as often as possible, insist on having them practice short answers: yes, there is/ no there isn’t. When they say “yes”, make them repeat, “yes, there is” and when they say “no”, “no, there isn’t”)

Super. That’s a river! Repeat everyone: a river

Group:.....

Well done! (click for arrow to bridge) And that’s a.....???

Group: ??/ a bridge?

Right or Well...! This is a bridge! Repeat please: this is a bridge

Group:...

Very good! What about this bridge? Is it new?

Group: no, it isn’t! it’s old!

(Click to insert caption 2) Congratulations! It’s an old bridge!

So in Wales there are forests and rivers.

Is there a river in your city or village...?

A then b then C then d then E : yes there is! No there isn’t!(“complete”short answers, here!)

Is there a forest in your city or village...?

A then b then C then d then E : yes there is! No there isn’t!(“complete”short answers, again!)

Well done everyone! Now who can recap about Wales?

Group: in Wales, there are forests with big trees and rivers withhold bridges

Excellent!

---

**slide 5**

(Picture and arrow to mountain)

There are mountains too, in Wales. Repeat after me: mountains

Group:....

Very good! (Click to insert arrow to lake) And there are lakes. Repeat after me: lakes.

Group: xxxxxxx
Excellent! *(Click to mountain and lake)* Can you recap?

*Group*: there are lakes and mountains. *(mind pronunciation)*

Very good! *(click to insert arrow to valley)* And here’s the valley. Repeat everyone: the valley

*Group*: ......

Congratulations! What is there in the valley?

*Group*: a river!

   Trees!

   A house!

*(If they don’t know what to say: point to the river, the trees, the house and when you correct them: make them say there’s a river, there’s a house, there are trees.)*

*(If they can’t say anything, simply point and make them repeat: there’s a river/ there’s a house/ there are trees.)*

*(click for valley)* Excellent everyone!

slide 6 ws 4mn

*(Click for slide)* Now let’s recap! Choose the right word!

Is Amazonia a big forest or a big valley, *A*?

*A*: Amazonia is a big forest

That’s right! *(click to insert correction)*. Now Himalaya, *B*?

*B*: Himalaya is a mountain

Very good! *(Click to insert correction)* The Thames is …? *C*?

*C*: The Thames is a river.

Very good! *(Click to insert correction)* What is Loch Ness, *D*?

*D*: Loch ness is a lake

Very good indeed! *(Click to insert correction)* Ireland is famous for….

*Group*: Ireland is famous for its countryside

Excellent *(Click to insert correction)* Mount Everest is in ….? *E*?

*E*: Mount *E* is in the country.

*(Click to insert correction)* Well done! Now please take your worksheet and copy your answers! Quick! One minute

(....)

Well done!

slide 7 2 mn

*(all elements except pic. 2)* Now what’s this picture about? Is it a river?

*Group*: no! it’s a mountain

Right! It’s a mountain! It’s Mount Snowdon. What can you say about Mount Snowdon? *(eventually point to the arrow and figures)*

*Group*: it’s high

Very good it’s high! It’s very high! Now listen: it is 1085 metres high. Can you say that again? Mount Snowdon is 1085 m high
Group: xxxxxxxx

Brilliant!
(click for pic.2 and bubble) And what can you see in the valley?
Group: there’s a lake
Well done! There’s a lake!

slide 8  4 mn
(Check to insert picture) What about this picture? (point to the cottage)
Group: there’s a house
Very good! That’s a cottage! Let’s describe it! Do you remember? (click for arrow to roof) What is this, A?
A: this is the roof
Excellent! The cottage has a grey roof. Now, what’s this (click for arrow to window) Is it a door, B?
B: no, it isn’t, it is a window.
Right again! How many windows can you see, C?
C: I can see four windows.
You’re right! There are four windows. Now, (click for arrow to chimney)
What can you see on the roof, D?
D: a chimney (help if necessary and ask group to repeat)
Well done! This is a chimney. How many chimneys are there on the roof, E?
E: there are two chimneys.
Good answer! There are two chimneys. (click for captions)
And what can you see on the right?
Group: there is a big tree
Well done! There’s a big tree! And behind the cottage?
Group: there’s a forest
Well done! There’s a forest behind the cottage and a big tree on the right!

slide 9 ws  5 mn
Now let’s recap! (Click to insert slide)
Can you complete the sentences with “is” or “are”?
A what do you think? There is or there are forests
A: there are forests;
Excellent! (Click to insert correction) Now who wants to do the next one?
B: there is a river.
Well done! (Click to insert correction) Who volunteers now?
C: There is a lake
Very good! (Click to insert correction) And the next one now?
D: There are mountains;
Wonderful! (Click to insert correction) Who’s next?
A: There are nice cottages
Excellent! (Click to insert correction) Let’s go on!
B: Is there a small town?
Well done! (Click to insert correction) The next one?
C: Are there big trees in the forest?
Very good! (Click to insert correction) And the last one now!
D: Is there a cottage in the valley?
Very good! (Click to insert correction) Now take your worksheet and copy your answers! Quick: you have one minute!
(......)

slide 10
Checking time! Let’s keep on playing! (Click to insert picture 1 and pink block of sentences) This is a true or false game. Listen and correct me when I’m wrong. Complete sentences, please!
There’s a dog in the river: true or false?
Group: false! There isn’t a dog
Well done! (Click to insert correction= pink letter F)
It’s the river Seine!
Group: false! It isn’t the river Seine!
Well done! It’s a Welsh river (Click to insert correction F) There are trees behind the cottage
Group: true! There are trees behind the cottage
Very good! (Click to insert correction T) It isn’t raining!
Group: true! The sky is blue
Excellent! (Click to insert correction T)
There isn’t a bridge!
Group: false! There’s a bridge!
Good!! (Click to insert correction F)
(Click to insert second picture with sentences)
Now look at picture 2: There’s an old castle.
Group: true! It is very old!
Very good! (Click to insert correction) there’s lake.
Group: false! There isn’t a lake. It is the sea
Excellent! (Click to insert correction) There are trees.
Group: false! There aren’t trees!
Well done! (Click to insert correction) The sun is shining!
Group: true!
Very good! (Click to insert correction) There’s a mountain on the right.
Group: true!
Well done everyone! (Click to insert correction)
Take your worksheets now. Are you ready? Let’s start with pronunciation time 1: listen and tick the right column: do you hear [e] as in TEN (click to insert) or [ei] as in EIGHT.... (click to insert) or /I/ as in SIX (click to insert) ? Aha, that’s difficult, so listen carefully: (click for list) Welsh, Welsh.... Mountain, mountain........ Lake, lake........ Forest, forest… Ticket, ticket… Station, station… Left, left… Cake, cake… All right! Correction now:

A pronounce word 1 and tell me: 1st ? 2nd ? or 3rd column?

A: Welsh =first.

Well done (Click to insert the correction)

B: Mountain

B: mountain= second

(for example :Are you sure? Listen again: mountain. Is it the same sound as in EIGHT

B:No

Good. Now, is it the same sound as in TEN?

B:No

So?)

Column 3

Excellent! Mountain, six (Click to insert the correction)

C: word 3?

C: lake, second.

Well done! (Click to insert the correction)

D: word 4?

D: forest, first column

Well done! (Click to insert the correction)

E: word 5?

E: ticket, third column

Very good! (Click to insert the correction)

B: word 6?

B: station, second

Good answer! (Click to insert the correction)

Word 7, A?

B: left, first

Congratulations (Click to insert the correction)

Last word, please D?

D: cake, second

Well done everyone (Click to insert the correction)
Ok pronunciation time 2 now: is your worksheet ready?
Where’s the stressed syllable? Listen to me and tick the right column:
(please say the words slowly twice, marking the first – or only- syllable in each word) Valley, valley… Mountain, mountain… River, river… Lake, lake… Country, country… Forest, forest… Snowdon, Snowdon… Side, side…
Ok correction now!
A: please pronounce word 1 and say “column A” or “column B”
A: valley, column A
Well done! (Click to insert the correction)
Your turn, B
B: mountain, A
Excellent! (Click to insert the correction)
Word 3, C?
C: river, A
Very good! (Click to insert the correction)
Your turn, D, word 4?
D: lake, column A???
Aha! How many syllables? Listen again: lake?
D: One???
That’s right! There’s only one syllable, so?
D: Column B?
Congratulations! (Click to insert the correction)
E, word 5?
E: country, A
Well done! (Click to insert the correction)
B, word 6, please?
B: forest, A
Very good! (Click to insert the correction)
C: word 7, please?
C: Snowdon, A
Very good! (Click to insert the correction)
Now, who can give me word 8?
X: side, column A (same problem on number of syllables as in word 4= same procedure)
Congratulations! (Click to insert the correction)
Let’s spot the differences:
Let’s compare the pictures and spot the differences:
What’s the same? (for example: accept any correct and relevant proposal, thank you)
Group: it’s in the country
   There are animals
   The cottages are white
   There are trees

Let’s find at least 6 differences now:
Group: there are 2 cows in picture 1 and four cows in picture 2
   The trees are green in picture 1
   There are two cottages in picture 1 and one in picture 2
   One roof is grey and the other is brown
   There are two chimneys on the roof of cottage 1
   (if image clear enough: there are sheep in picture 2)
   There are yellow flowers in picture 1

Etc...
Thank you very much! You’ve all been wonderful today! See you soon!
Bye......